Resources for Tokyo Olympics/Paralympics 2020:

The United States has been a torch carrier of the modern Olympics. The storied performance by U.S. athletes is the most public expression. Less often noted but equally significant is the fact that America is the world's most frequent and successful host nation of the Games, with four summer and four winter events to its credit – the most of any country. U.S. companies, NGOs and government agencies, furthermore, have been key contributors to the success of Olympic Games staged all around the world -- from contributing to landmark structures and facilities, to providing solutions for communications, logistics, accessibility, publicity, security and more.

The U.S. Embassy and the ACCJ Olympics and Sports Business Committee are developing resources and events for American companies and authorities to benefit Japanese planners and executors of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic/Paralympic Games.

Web Links:

The Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games


ACCJ Committee on Olympics and Sports Business

http://accj.or.jp/en/about/committees/accj-committees/6?cid=5404